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Abstract
Energy storages are seen as a strategic tool managing variability and capacity in the
modern smart grid. There are various kinds of energy storage technologies with special
features that make the evaluation of the role of energy storage in energy management
versatile and complex. There are developed various methods to evaluate the impact of
energy storage on energy market and power production. Most advanced methods and
tools are very specific and only for local small-scale system evaluation for short time
periods. To increase real deployment and understanding of energy storage impact it
would be very important to have energy storages as an relevant part of the more global
energy planning tools. For example widely used energy planning tool MARKAL/Times
includes currently large long-term storage technologies pumped-hydro (PH) and
compressed air storage (CAES) to be able to evaluate the energy time-shifting impact.
However, energy storages can have various roles in energy management e.g. in ancillary
services. To be able to evaluate the total value of energy storages it would needed shorter
time-scale analysis that include also ancillary services. That requires further development
of the existing analysing methods and tools.
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Introduction and goal

Availability of electricity has become a high import issue in our everyday life and this
has increased the demand of a high reliable electricity grid. Climate change and global
warming are major drivers for cleaner green solutions. Energy storages can be seen as a
tool support smarter and greener energy systems. Main application areas for energy
storage deployment are widely seen to be: various distributed energy applications,
renewables energy integration, community energy services, ancillary services and
transmission support. However, energy storage deployment needs a real business cases,
real benefits experiences. One stage to support energy storage deployment is their
impacts evaluation. Impacts evaluation process includes evaluation of potential
application areas, initial impacting factors, methodology and models used and impacts
identified.

Figure 2-1. Simplified impacts evaluation process.

In this work it is studied methodologies to evaluate impacts of energy storages on energy
market, environment and networks.
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3.1

Background information
Energy storage types in smart grid applications

3.1.1

Electrical energy storages

Electrical energy storage technologies are presented widely in earlier deliverables (e.g.
D5.3.4) of the project. As repetition it is presented only some highlights of the ES
technology in this deliverable. Storage technologies for grid applications include very
short-term storages like electrochemical capacitors and high-speed flywheels, short and
medium-term storages like traditional and advanced lead-acid (LA) batteries, hightemperature sodium batteries (e.g., sodium-sulfur (NaS) and sodium-nickel-chloride),
lithium-ion batteries and flow batteries (e.g., vanadium redox (VRB) and zinc bromine
(ZnBr)) and long-term storages like compressed-air energy storage (CAES) and pumped
hydro (PH). Superconductive magnetic energy storages (SMES) are still under
development as well as other advanced battery chemistries, such as metal-air, nitrogenair, sodium-bromine, and sodium-ion. New storage types include Isothermal Compressed
Air energy Storage, a Na-ion battery and FrCr flow battery. Thermoelectric storages are
new developing areas of thermodynamic storage technology.
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Figure 3-1 Energy storage technology landscape.

Available storage technologies provide solutions for different Smart Grid applications
according to the power and energy needs.
In the Table 3-1 it is presented a comparison of the electrical energy storage technologies.
Table 3-1. Comparison of the strengths and weaknesses of electrical energy storage technologies.

Storage type

Strengths

Supercapacitors Fast, efficient
Flywheels

Fast, efficient

Rechargeable
lithium
batteries

High energy- and power density
(120-160 Wh/kg)
Light, No memory effect
Low self discharge (5%/m)
Long cyclic life (3000-5000)
Long service life
Lithium oxides and salts can be
recycled

Weaknesses

Size

Low energy density
Self discharge
Low energy density
Self discharge

Wh
W-x00W
kWh
kW – x00
kW
kWh – 1MW Min - h

Needs heat control
High investment cost
Needs battery cell
balancing and protection

Storage
time
10 ms –
1 min
10 ms –
tens min
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Lead acid

Zn-Br flow
batteries

Vanadium
Redox flow
batteries

NaS

NaNiCl

CAES

PHES

Widely used
Cost efficient
Low selfdischarge (2-3%/m)
Small service cost (closed LA)
Rechargeability (90%)
New tech. Lead-carbon.

Low energy density (2550 Wh/kg)
Environmental hazard
(Lb)
Narrow temperature area
Low efficiency (7585%)
High energy density (75-85 Low efficiency (7075%)
Wh/kg)
No small systems
Cyclic life (>2000 cycles)
Cost
Fast response time
Complex construction
Few manufacturers
Cyclic life (>10000 cycles)
Low energy density (25Fast response time
35 Wh/kg)
Small service cost
Low efficiency (65No self-discharge
75%)
Cost
Complex construction
Few manufacturers
High work temp. (300High efficiency (89-92%)
High cyclic life (~2500 cycles) 350°C)
High energy density (150-200 Few manufacturers
(NGK Insulators, GE
Wh/kg)
Energy plans to start
No memory effect
production in 2011)
No selfdischarge
(Low capital cost)
Suitable for MW size systems
High energy and power density High work temp. 270350°C
(120 Wh/kg, >150 W/kg)
Cyclic life 1500-3000
High efficiency (> 85%)
Environmentally friendly and cycles
Few manufacturers
100% recyclable
(MES-DEA)
Low efficiency (<70%)
High energy
Technically complex
Cost efficient in large size
Safety issues (pressure
systems
tank) Large size systems
Environment friendly
Most installed high energy
Geographical limits for
system
placement
Cost efficient in large size
High capital cost
systems
compared to CAES
Fast response time
Low energy density
Long lifetime
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kWh – MWh Min - h
kW ->10
MW

kWh – MWh Min - h
kW ->10
MW

kWh – MWh Min - h
kW ->10
MW

MWh
kW ->10
MW

Min - h

kWh
kW

Min - h

MWh –
h – d.
GWh
100 MW ->
MWh –
h- m -y
GWh
100 MW ->
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3.2

Grid-connected storage systems; services and
requirements

Grid-connected energy storages are one of the smart grid key issues. Energy storages can
be located in different voltage levels of smart grid (Figure 3-2). Each location imposes
typical storage size level and also means different customer types.

Figure 3-2. Possible location for grid-connected energy storages. [31]

3.2.1

Grid services

Energy storages connected to the system make power available more continuously
(depends on the size of storage) and can provide services for different smart grid
participants. Large over 10 MW systems can provide services for transmission grid
operators (TSO). Smaller systems connected to distribution grid could provide services
for distribution system operator (DSO), private system operators (PSO) and third parties
(TP) such as energy market participants.
Possible grid services:
Power quality control:
• Power quality improvement (TSO, DSO),
• Reactive power control (TSO, PSO),
• Balancing services e.g. frequency control (TSO, TP)
Distribution reliability:
• Voltage control (TSO, DSO),
• Reduction grid losses (DSO),
• Reduction capacity utilization (DSO)
• Black start (DSO),
• Islanding (DSO),
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• Uninterruptible power supply (PSO)
Energy management:
• Local energy management (PSO)
• Energy for energy market actions (TP)
Backup energy (PSO)
Most of these services can be provided with the existing grid assets (Table 3-2) but
energy storages can be a relevant choice for many of them especially if storage prices
will decrease in future.
Table 3-2. The 10 key energy storage applications on the basis of EPRI’s analysis. [1]

3.2.2

Requirements for energy storages

Requirements for energy storages are application based. In the following table (Table
3-3) defined by EPRI it is summarized requirements for energy storage based on different
applications.
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Table 3-3. General energy storage application requirements. [1]

It can be given also rough energy storage sizing requirements based on load and service
(Table 3-4).
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Table 3-4. Rough energy storage sizing requirements for grid services.

Service
Power quality control
Distribution reliability
Energy management

3.3

Energy storage power
0.01 x Pload
1 * Pload
0.1 x Pload

Storage time
0-1 s
1 s – 15 min
15 min – 24 h

Energy Storage Cost and Benefits

Energy storage economics have been handled in the earlier project deliverables 3.5.1 and
3.5.2. In this deliverable it is presented some new and updated information available
today.

3.3.1

Cost elements

Energy storage cost is clearly place and case depending. Only few energy storage types
(capacitors and lead and nickel-metal batteries) are on-self products. The purchase prices
of other ES varies a lot and other cost like installation and maintenance cost varies by
country and even by installation place especially with large ES such as pumped hydro
and compressed air storages.
Life cycle cost includes several sub-costs
1) Storage cost
2) Control and grid interface power electronics cost
3) Installation cost
4) Infrastructure cost
5) Design cost
6) Permission cost
7) Maintenance cost
8) Cost of use (e.g. electricity price, transmission cost, taxes, and round-trip
efficiency depending)
9) Renovation cost
10) Recycling cost
Basically the capital cost of battery energy storage consists of three components: total
cost of storage units, total cost of power electronics and other cost called balance-of-plant
cost. The replacement cost can be a large part of annual cost if the cyclic life of the
battery is short and the needed cyclic amount is high. In the following picture (Figure
3-3) it is presented the typical annual cost structure of lead acid battery installation for 25
years period. The cost of first battery system is about 26% of the total annual cost and
replacement cost of 48% covers 4 renovations.
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Figure 3-3. Approximated cost structure of a lead acid battery installation (25 years).

In the following picture (Figure 3-4) it is presented a cost structure of NAS battery
system installation (for 25 years, 1 replacement). The cost of the first battery is around
44% of the total annual cost. Power control system (including an inverter) and the grid
connection cost are 20% o f the total investment cost. The maintenance cost would be
around 71 €/MW in Finland.

Figure 3-4. Approximated cost structure of NAS battery system installation (25 years).

In the following picture (Figure 3-5) it is presented a cost structure of one type Lithiumion battery system installation (for 25 years, 3 replacements). The cost of the first battery
is around 37% of the total annual cost. Power control system (including an inverter) and
the grid connection cost are 10% o f the total investment cost.
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Figure 3-5. Approximated cost structure of Lithium-ion battery installation (25 years)

3.3.2

Available cost information

There are not common understand of the storage cost and the available information varies
a lot according to country and an expert. In the following table (Table 3-5) and picture
(Figure 3-6) it is presented available energy storage cost information
variations.[4][5][6][7]
Table 3-5. Energy storage prices according to the available information in literature. [4][5][6][7]
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Figure 3-6. Energy storage prices. [Source: Sandia Es-Select tool, 2012]

3.3.3

Cost calculations

Method to calculate average cost of service
To define cost of ES based services it is needed information of application based demand
features and value as well as energy storage nominal features and values. In the following
picture it is defined a method to calculate average cost –of-service by E. Hittinger et al.
[2]
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Figure 3-7. Method to calculate average cost-of-service. [2]

Cost calculations
The comparison of investment can be performed using Net Present Value method, where
profits and cost are transferred to present. Present value (PV) can be calculated:
PV = ∑t =1
T

St
JAT
+
− HH
t
(1 + p )
(1 + p ) T

(3.1)

where St is the value of the individual payment in year t, p is the interest rate, JAT residual
value in the end of time T and HH is a purchase price.
Annual energy production (AEP) of the storage:
AEP = P * n * H 0 * D
(3.2)
where P is nominal power (kW), n is an amount of charge-discharge cycle per day, H is
the amount of discharge cycles and D is the amount of active days per the year.
Yearly fixed operation and maintenance cost (OMC) are

OMC = OMf * P ,
where OMF is fixed operation and maintenance cost /kW.

(3.3)
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The total cost of the plant includes three parts: Cost of power electronics (PCS), storage
(SUC) and plant operation (BOP).
Total cost is
TCC =

SUCU * P * H 0
+ PCS + BOPU * P ,
eff

(3.4)

where SUCU storage cost (/kWh) and eff is system efficiency.
eff =

energy _(kWh)(disch arg e)
energy _(kWh)(ch arg e).

(3.5)

Yearly capital cost
AC = TCC * CRF

(3.6)

where CRF is
CRF =

(ir (1 + ir ) y )
((1 + ir ) y − 1)

(3.7)

where ir is interest and y years considered.
The yearly renovation cost of storage (A) (/kWh) is

[

]

A = F (1 + ir ) + (1 + ir ) − 2 r + ... CRF
−r

(3.8)

where F is coming renovation cost and r a renovation period as years.
r=

C
n*D

(3.9)

where C lifetime charge-discharge amount and n is the amount of cycles per day and D is
an action time of the storage in a year.
Yearly renovation cost (ARC /y) is
ARC =
Cost of electricity (COE /kWh) is

A* P * H0
eff

(3.10)
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( AC + OMC + ARC )
( P * n * H 0 * D)

COE =

20
(3.11)

Basic economics indicators
Present value (PV) can be calculated:
PV = ∑t =1
T

St
JAT
+
− HH
t
(1 + p )
(1 + p ) T

(3.12)

where St is the value of the individual payment in year t, p is the interest rate, JAT residual
value in the end of time T and HH is a purchase price.
Net present Value (NPV) is the difference between the present value of cash inflows and
the present value of cash outflows. NPV is used to analyse the profitability of an
investment or project.
T

Ct
− C0
t
t =1 (1 + r )
where Ct is cash inflow and C0 is cash outflow and r is discount rate.
NPV = ∑

(3.13)

Profitability index (PI) is used to identify the relationship of the costs and benefits of
project through the use of a ratio. It is calculated
PI =

PV of future cashflows
Initial investment

(3.14)

For a profitable investment the PI should be >1.
Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is
T

C0 = ∑
t =1

Ct
(1 + IRR) t

(3.15)

Discounted Payback Period (DPBP) formula is used to calculate the length of time to
recoup an investment based on the investment's discounted cash flows.
⎞
⎛
⎟
⎜
1 ⎟
⎜
DBPB = ln
ln(1 + r )
(3.16)
⎜
C0 r ⎟
⎟
⎜1−
Ct ⎠
⎝
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3.3.4

Energy storage cost and performance targets based on
benefits

Another way to view applicable cost level is define the cost and performance targets in
certain applications based on expected benefits. Cost targets have been evaluated mainly
in USA by several entities. E.g. the US Department of Energy Office of Electricity
Delivery & Energy Reliability Energy Storage Program has a target of $250/kWhfor
existing battery technologies (NaS, lead-acid, Li-ion, and flow batteries) [20]. American
Electric Power has identified a cost target of $500/kWh for residential energy storage,
where small energy storage devices are placed below the substation level in order to
provide peak shaving and emergency backup services to small groups of residential
customers [21]. The US Department of Energy Advanced Research Projects AgencyEnergy (ARPA-E) Grid-Scale Rampable Intermittent Dispatchable Storage (GRIDS)
Funding Opportunity Announcement seeks “revolutionary new technology approaches to
grid-scale energy storage” that have the potential for capital costs as low as $100/kWh
[22].
In the following table (Table 3-6) EPRI has presented present values (PV) of targeted
benefits over different value chains.
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Table 3-6. Present target values of different service benefits by EPRI. [1]
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3.3.5

Cost of the use of ES electricity in Finland

The Electricity Market Act has opened the Finnish electricity market for competition.
Today, customers can buy their electricity from any electricity supplier in Finland. Smallscale electricity users, whose main fuse size does not exceed 3x63 ampere and connection
capacity is max. 45 kW, can invite tenders from electricity suppliers without additional
costs. Customers using more electricity must have an hourly meter when they wish buy
electricity based on competitive tendering.
Today, electricity comprises two commodities, the distribution service (connection to the
network, transmission and measurement of electricity) and electric energy. The sale of
the distribution service continues to be the local electricity company’s exclusive right.
Tenders can be invited for electric energy. (Source: www. Energiamarkkinavirasto.fi)
Cost of electricity, energy bill is a combination of electricity price, transmission cost
(=distribution service cost) and taxes. In the following picture it is presented the different
parts of electricity cost for a typical household customer (Source: www.vattenfall.fi).

Figure 3-8. Different parts of electricity cost for a typical household customer (Source: www.vattenfall.fi)

Network tariffs for medium-scale industrial consumers (connected to distribution
network at the 0,4 kV or 6-70 kV level) consist normally of
- Standing charge,
- Demand charge and
- Several energy rates, typically two to four. The energy rates differ
depending on the time of day or the time of year.
There may also be a reactive demand charge. (Source: www.energiamarkkinavirasto.fi)
Value Added Tax (VAT)
VAT is 24% in most cases in Finland when the annual turnover is in excess of EURO
8,500.
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Energy (electricity) taxes
There are two electricity end-user tax classes (Table 3-7) in Finland: Tax class 1 is for
most end-users and tax class 2 is for e.g. industrial companies and green house farmers.
Table 3-7. Electricity user taxes in Finland

Tax class 1
Tax class 2

Tax cent/kWh (0% VAT)
1.703
0.703

Tax cent/kWh (24% VAT)
2.11172
0.87172

If own electricity production under 50 kVA is free of electricity tax. Also free of the
electricity tax and strategic stockpile fee is own electricity production 50-2000 kVA if
not delivered to grid.
Tariffs for electrical energy
Consumers are allowed to buy electrical energy from any retailer. Consumers may also
have negotiated tariffs for electrical energy. Electricity retailers should have public list
prices for consumers that are within obligation to supply.
In Finland there are more than 80 distribution network operators and there are also about
10 separate regional network operators. All of these have own tariffs.
Consumers are divided in ten basic types:
Table 3-8. Electricity consumer types in Finland. (Source: www.energiamarkkinavirasto.fi, 2013)

Transmission cost varies according to distribution companies and the consumer types. In
the following table it is presented average transmission cost calculated from the prices
informed by 83 different distribution companies for ten different consumer types. The
prices include all taxes (VAT 24%, energy taxes and strategic stockpile fees (0.013
cent/kWh).
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Table 3-9. Average transmission cost (c/kWh) according to different types of consumers in 1.1.2013.
(Source: www.energiamarkkinavirasto.fi, 2013)

*) The average prices have been weighted by the quantities of electricity used by the
defined customer groups according to the Electricity Statistics for Finland 1995.
In the following table (Table 3-10) it is presented a comparison of prices of different
operators for single house with electric heating.

Top 5
Vaasan Sähkö Oy
Energia 220
Market Energia Oy
Market Energia Oy
Vetelin Sähkölaitos Oy
Others
Pohjois-Karjalan Sähkö Oy
Fortum Markets
Fortum Markets
Tampereen Sähkölaitos
Pohjois-Karjalan Sähkö Oy
Energiapolar Oy
Turku Energia Oy

Basic
Medium
Year
Day
Night
cost
price
together
(cent/kWh) (cent/kWh) (€/vuosi) (cent/kWh)
(€)
5.9
5.08
36
5.73
1031.58
5.94
5.94
0
5.94
1069.2
5.99
5.99
0
5.99
1078.2
6
6
0
6
1080
6.31
4.96
54.1
6
1080.55
5.85
6.74
6.71
6.85
7.02
6.89
7.12

5.85
5.73
5.77
5.67
5.71
6.09
6.08

41.88
46.8
46.8
48
41.88
30
54

6.08
6.55
6.55
6.59
6.66
6.7
6.95

1094.88
1178.19
1178.46
1185.42
1199.37
1205.4
1251.36

Contract lenght
So far
1 year
2 year
So far
So far
So far
2 years
1 year
2 Years
Untill 30.9.2014
2 years
Untill 30.6.2014

Table 3-10. An example of the electricity prices of different operators on November 2012 for a single
house with electric heating. (Source: www.vaasemg.com)

Example of the electricity cost of one family house
In the following picture it is presented electrical energy cost composition of a 200 m2 one
family (4 residents) house with electric heating located in Espoo. Electricity contract used
is a Fortum Espoo distribution Takuusähkö-yösähkö.
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Figure 3-9. An example of the electricity cost composition of a one family 200m2 house with electric
heating.

3.3.6

Fees for trading Elbas and Elspot

Fees for trading Elbas and Elspot includes fixed fees and variable fees and service fees.
In the following table (Table 3-11) it is presented fees of Elbas and Elspot.
Table 3-11. Fees for trading Elbas and Elspot 1 January 2012 (excluding VAT). (Source:
http://www.nordpoolspot.com/)

Annual fixed fee
Participants Elspot and Elbas*
Client Representatives Elspot and Elbas*
Clients Elspot and Elbas
Participant Elbas only
View only license Elbas
Additional country access/portfolio***
Variable trading fee
Elspot
Elspot - small participants**
Elbas
Variable settlement fee
Settlement fee Elspot and Elbas
Gross bidding in Elspot
(Available for Elspot participants) Gross bidding will
include one (1) portfolio free of charge for the

€
15 000
15 000
1 500
10 000
10 000
1 500
€/MWh
0.035
0.13
0.08
€/MWh
0.0025
€/MWh
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purpose of gross bidding
Gross volume fee****
Net volume fee
Ancillary Services
Annual fixed fee electronic transmission of Elbas
data (ASCII FTP report) per country
Annual fixed fee electronic transmission of Elbas
data (netposition EDIEL report/trade position EDIEL
report) per country (one off start up fee EUR 1 000)
Additional Elspot/Elbas trading token (nonrecurring)*****
Currency service fee
Currency service fee Elspot******

0.0035
0.035
€
1 000
1 000

100

0.01% of traded value

Special terms for Table 3-11:
* One annual fee covers both Elspot and Elbas
** Participants at Elspot can waive the annual fee and pay a higher variable fee of EUR/MWh 0.13. There is a EUR/year 3 000 floor
for the sum of volume fees in a calendar year. Volume fee of EUR/MWh 0.13 is invoiced through the year and the floor verified at the
end of the year.
Participants changing from small participant to regular participant during the year will be charged a pro rata share of the fixed annual
fee of EUR 15 000.
*** Companies bidding in more than one area. In this context, Norway, Denmark or Sweden is considered as one Elspot or Elbas area.
The fee also applies to every additional internal portfolio in Elspot and Elbas within an area under a participant or client.
**** Gross volume fee for gross bidding. There is a EUR 150 000 ceiling per calendar year for the gross volume fee.
Compensation for loss of interest in gross bidding is according to the relevant interest rates adjusted on a monthly basis. (Interest rates
April 2012: NOK 1.33%, EUR 0.00%, SEK 1.20% and DKK 0.0%.)
***** Non-recurring cost per token. First 2 are included in the annual fixed fee.
****** Applicable to portfolios trading in NOK/SEK/DKK.

Customers can buy Nord Pool market electricity also from operators with so called
market electricity contract. E.g. Turku Energia Oy has market electricity contract where a
customer pay electricity fee according to the hourly price of the Nord Pool. In addition of
Nordpool ELSPOT cost the fee includes also service cost 0.29 cent/kWh (incl.VAT 24%)
if the customer has kWh measurement unit or 0.26 cent/kWh (VAT 24%) the customer
has hourly based measurement unit.. The customer have to pay also the fixed basic cost
that is 2.48 €/month (inc.VAT 24%). The total customer price includes also electricity
taxes and transmission cost defined by the local operator.
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4
4.1

Methodology for analysing the impacts on energy
market and network
Background

4.1.1

Electricity consumption and production in Finland

The total electricity consumption in Finland during past year (10/16/2011-10/16/2012)
has been 9,250 MWh/h on average and electricity production 7,360 MWh/h on average.

Figure 4-1. Load and generation in Finland 2011-2012. (Source: http://www.fingrid.fi/)

Total energy consumption fell by 5 per cent in 2011 being 386 TWh in 2011. Energy
consumption de-creased most in manufacturing and space heating of buildings due to
fallen manufacturing output and the mild weather towards the end of 2011. Net imports
of electricity into Finland increased by nearly 32 per cent, partly due to the good
hydropower situation in the Nordic Countries.
(Source: http://www.stat.fi/til/ehk/2011/04/ehk_2011_04_2012-03-22_tie_001_en.html).
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Figure 4-2. Total energy consumption, final consumption and carbon dioxide emissions in Finland.
(Source: Statistics Finland)

In the following figure (Figure 4-3) it is presented total energy consumption by source
(TJ) and CO2 emissions (Mt) in Finland I-III/2012.

Figure 4-3. Total energy consumption by source (TJ) and CO2 emissions (Mt). [37]
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The Energy Market Authority has confirmed the power plants selected for the peak load
capacity arrangement for the period of 1 October 2011 to 30 June 2013 (Table 4-1). The
total volume of the capacity is 600 megawatts (MW).
Table 4-1. Peak load capacity arrangement for the period of 1 October 2011 to 30 June 2013. (Source:
http://www.fingrid.fi/)

In the following table its is presented reserves in Finland.
Table 4-2. Reserve procurement and obligations 2013. (Source: http://www.fingrid.fi/)

*) Totally 600 MW, which is divided between the Nordic countries annually in proportion to the annual consumption
**) The obligation is divided between the Nordic countries weekly in proportion to the dimensioning faults
***) Volume corresponding to a dimensioning fault

The following map shows the state of the Nordic power system (Figure 4-4). Data on the
transmissions of electricity from country to country and on the price of electricity are
updated approximately once a minute.
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Figure 4-4. Current state of the Nordic Power System. (Source: http://www.fingrid.fi/)
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4.1.2

Power grid system of Finland

Finnish power system consists of power plants, nation-wide transmission grid, regional
networks, distribution networks and electricity consumers. The power system in Finland
is part of the inter-Nordic power system together with the systems in Sweden, Norway
and Eastern Denmark. Finland has direct transmission links to Sweden, Norway, Russia
and Estonia. Fingrid is responsible for the functioning of the Finnish electricity
transmission grid that serves electricity producers and consumers and includes:
• 4,100 km of 400 kV transmission lines (kV = kilovolt = 1,000 volts)
• 2,350 km of 220 kV transmission lines
• 7,500 km of 110 kV transmission lines
• 106 substations
Fingrid responsibility includes system supervision, operation planning, balance service,
grid maintenance, construction and development, and promotion of the electricity market
(Source: http://www.fingrid.fi).
Distribution network, a power network with a voltage of less than 110 kV is controlled by
a network company. There are currently over 80 network companies in Finland.

4.1.3

Energy market in Finland

Nord Pool Spot’s is the largest exchange for electrical energy in the world (307 TWh in
2010), offering both day-ahead and intraday markets.
Elspot is the day-ahead auction on Nord Pool Spot where power is traded for delivery
each hour the next day. The Elspot market is divided into several bidding areas. The
available transmission capacity may vary and congest the flow of power between the
bidding areas, and thereby different area prices are established. The system price is
calculated based on the sale and purchase orders disregarding the available transmission
capacity between the bidding areas in the Nordic market. The system price is the Nordic
reference price for trading and clearing of most financial contracts. For each Nordic
country, the local TSO decides, which bidding areas the country is divided into. The
number of Norwegian bidding areas can vary; today there are five bidding areas. Eastern
Denmark and Western Denmark are always treated as two different bidding areas.
Finland, Estonia and Lithuania constitute one bidding area each. Sweden was divided into
four bidding areas on 1 November 2011. Nord Pool Spot calculates a price for each
bidding area for each hour of the following day. [http://www.nordpoolspot.com/Howdoes-it-work/Bidding-areas/]. Around 23% of time there are common prices in the whole
Nordpool area (Source: http://www.fingrid.fi/).
Elbas is Nord Pool Spot’s (http://www.nordpoolspot.com/) intraday market for the
Nordic region, Germany and Estonia (2.2 TWh in 2010). For trading in Elbas: state the
area(s) in which you wish to trade, Norway (NO1-NO5), Sweden (SE1-SE4), Finland,
Denmark (DK1 and DK2), Estonia (EST) or Germany (KT). On the Elbas market, power
trading occurs 24 hours a day, seven days a week. In this market place, trade continues
even up to one hour before the delivery. Participants are power producers, distributors,
industries and brokers.
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4.2

Methodology for analysing the impacts

Energy storage can impact for energy market and grid in two basic areas:
1) Impacts on power production side
2) Impacts on energy consumption side
Energy consumption systems have been typically seen on customer/prosumer side and
more typically connected to the end of low voltage network. Energy storages, however,
have a special character compared to any other power stations. They are always in a
consumer role in the charging phase also when it is question of large energy storage
power plants such as PHS, CAES or TEES that are connected to high voltage grid.
Energy storage functions are among other issues related also to the grid-connection point.
Storage can be located in the grid in generation, transmission, distribution,
commercial/industrial or residential area (Figure 4-5).

Figure 4-5. Possible location for grid-connected energy storages. [31]

In the following picture (Figure 4-6) it is presented recommended connection points and
voltage levels for power production systems in Finland.
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Figure 4-6. Recommended connection points for power production. [15]

4.3

Roles and impacts on power production side

Energy storages can have role in wide variation of applications in electricity production
and use. The requirements for energy storages and grid connections are depending on the
application type and storage size. The requirements presented in the Table 4-3 are based
on EPRI’s generalized performance specifications and requirements. [1] [15]
The impacts on grid and energy market depend on the role and used storage size and
storage system performance.
Distribution grid connected but not behind custom side meter would include two main
storage system applications:
1. Substation based applications of power range 1-20MW 2-6 hours could provide:
a. Peak load management
b. Local frequency regulation and area control services
c. Generation capacity
d. Reactive power support
e. Critical load support during outage (islanding).
2. Utility-controlled distributed energy storage systems (25-200 kW for 2-4 hours)
can be used
a. To provide peak load management
b. Back-up power
c. Generation capacity
d. Voltage and frequency regulating services being located near custom but
utility side of meter. [16]
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Table 4-3. General energy storage application requirements. [1] [15]

1) Ancillary services encompass many market functions; such as black start
capability and ramping services, that have a wide range of characteristics and
requirements.

4.4

Example of the Italian smart grid innovation and ES

Making the transmission grid more flexible and capable of adapting to the rapid changes
the system scenario in Italy includes [38]:
Phase Shift Transformers (PST) for the management of energy flows on AC lines;
• Synchronous compensators for the improvement and stability of system operational
security;
• Compensators and reactors for the proper management of voltage profiles and reactive
power flows on the grid and consequential reduction of MSD responsibilities;
• Storage systems (batteries) to maximize exploitation of renewable energy sources and
to improve regulation of the EHV/HV system.
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Figure 4-7. An example of the Italian grid innovations. [38]
Electrical energy storages have seen to give more benefits than grid development as the only solution.
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Table 4-4. Comparison of the installation of batteries vs. BAU (grid development as the only solution). [38]

4.5

Scenarios and drivers – methodologies and tools

To analyse storage impacts it is a need to evaluate impact of the different drivers and
scenarios such as [17]:
- Climate change
- Market structures
- High penetration of variable renewables
- Low-cost PV
- Low storage costs
- Fossil fuel prices
- Demand response and efficiency increase
- Low and high transmission build outs
- Low growth and high growth
- Policy scenarios
- Financial collapse
- Raw material adequacy
Tools and methods should factor in [17] e.g.:
- Path dependency (evolution)
- Multi-agent aspects
- Multiple time horizons
- Supercomputing needs
- Capturing multiple values
- Production cost simulation
- Representation of smart grid
- Population shifts and locations
- Borrow from other domains like National Energy Modeling System
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4.6

Methodologies used

4.6.1

General

Valuing storage is a multi-dimensional problem where we could use a market/price-based
approach in valuing storage, or a cost-based approach. If market-based approach is used
there exist several problems for that e.g. there are no market inertial response or
frequency response so valuing it is difficult. [17] It is important
- To understand the economics of storage
- Investment decisions in terms of high value applications and large market
segments
- To identify the incumbent technologies that currently provide the
identified grid services
- To identify the market size for the various applications and gain an
understanding of how those market sizes will change according to the
scenario
- Identify the “best” and “niche” applications for storage and focus on
“best” applications
- To keep in mind how the market size for an application may change
depending on the performance/characteristics of storage
- To keep in mind local differences in markets and values for applications and
services

4.6.2

Application-specific approach

Energy storages can be used in numerous applications across the electric value chain.
Each application assesses the requirements for the usable energy storage system e.g.
storage time; cost targets and regulatory issues are application based. In order to
understand the potential value of each storage technology, one must first have a precise
understanding of specific and practical applications.
Southern California Edison has defined an application-based approach for evaluation of
energy storage impact (Figure 4-8). The method [19] is four step including:
-

Step 1: Identification of operational rules
Step 2: Developing practical applications
Step 3: Matching applications with technologies and
Step 4: Evaluation application technology pairs
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Figure 4-8. SCE’s four-step methodology for evaluating energy storage. [19]

SCE defined over 20 discrete operational uses of energy storage [20]:

Figure 4-9. Potential operational use of energy storages. [20]

Based on the operational uses 12 potential applications has been chosen [20]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Off-to-on peak intermittent energy shifting & firming
On-peak intermittent energy smoothing & shaping
Ancillary service provision
Black start provision
Transmission infrastructure improvement
Distribution infrastructure improvement
Transportable distribution-level overload mitigation
Peak load shifting downstream of distribution system
Variable distributed generation integration
End user time-of-use rate optimization
Uninterruptible power supply
Micro grid formation
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Each application were analysed using cost/benefit ratio that were calculated under a
variety of 2020 scenarios including falling installed technology costs and growing
integration value due to the system demands of increasing variable-output renewable
generation. According to evaluations the applications, which exhibit the highest potential
valuations address the aggregated operational (No 1 and 8) uses associated with deferring
or displacing peak-related costs over several hour intervals. Specific niche applications in
the T&D system (No 7 and 9) also exhibit a strong potential for costeffectiveness, though
such opportunities may be limited in size and are extremely situation-dependent. The
potential of applications 2 and 3 is highly depended on market design and regulatory
actions. Also it was noticed that each potentially promising application will require
engineering tests and demonstration, preferably through specifically targeted grid
projects. For piloting projects to get further practical information were chosen: largescale lithium battery storage (8 MW / 4 hours) to increase grid performance & integrate
wind generation, large transportable Li-ion battery system (two 2 MW / 500 kWh units)
for in field & laboratory trials, small distribution energy storage system (25 kW / 50
kWh) and residential storage 4 kW / 10 kWh. [20]

4.6.3

Energy Hub – optimising problem

Local energy production with energy storages includes optimization between different
energy sources and storage but takes care also of local overproduction and possible
feedback into the grid bringing additional degree of freedom planning and optimization
of energy supply. Regarding the operation and integration of mixed energy carriers, the
Energy Hub concept is defined. Power flow within the hub is mathematically described
by a simple steady-state model.[34]
(L+T+M) = C*(P+R-Q)

(4.1)

where L is the local demand load, T the surplus back to grid, M and Q are storages, C is
the conversion matrix of the energy converters, P is the power taken from the grid, R is
the local production of renewable energy the storage. [34]
Optimization problem can be defined as
Minimize:

F (THC ) = ∑ Ψt Pi + ∑ Φ t T j
i

Where THC is total hub cost and F=P-T.

j

(4.2)
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Figure 4-10. Energy Hub model. [34]

Energy Hub has to be solved by establishing a multi-period optimization model that
address the relationship between variables of different time steps. The nonlinearity of this
model can be solved by known nonlinear optimization methods but a linear determistic
programming model can be more practical given the implications of the large-scale
computation of multi-period optimization. [34][35]

4.6.4

Other optimization models

Multi-objective optimization method [21]
Frederik Geth et al. has studied energy storage integration using multi-objective
optimization method to visualize the trade-offs between stakeholders and distribution
system operators.
The optimal integration of BES units includes the respect to five objectives, i.e.
1) minimization of the total installed BES rated power [kW];
2) minimization of the total installed BES rated energy [kWh];
3) minimization of the probability on voltage deviations larger than 6% [%];
4) maximization of the total BES revenue on a power; exchange market [euro/year];
5) minimization of the opportunity loss in BES revenue due to the requirement to
deliver ancillary services if possible [euro/year).
Energy content in a lot of cases is restricted to a chosen limit on depth of discharge
because cycles of high discharge can cause premature aging of the cells. Consequently,
energy content in each time step of the optimization is limited by a minimum and
maximum state of charge and evolves from previous time steps by the mechanisms of
self-discharging, charging and discharging.
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∀i ∈ B, ∀j ∈ 1...t max :
t
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min
i
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j
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j
X BESd
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)η sb ≤ Ei

(4.3)

j
BESc

X
, i represents the power injection in the grid of the BES unit connected at node i at
time interval j, Et the corresponding energy content of the BES, N the set of nodes for
which the voltage constraint is set and B the set of nodes at which a BES unit is
connected. ηlsb, ηcharg and ηdisch are respectively the stand-by, charge and discharge
efficiencies. The proposed method assumes that all storage units aim at maximizing profit
on a power exchange (PX) and that the storage unit is too small to affect energy prices,
resulting in the general trend of 'buying low and selling high'. The developed optimal
power flow algorithm is

t max

j
j
min Δt ∑∑ C PX
X BES
,i
j =1 i∈B

s.t.
U min ≤ U sj ≤ U max

∀s ∈ N , ∀j = 1...t max

j
− PBES ,i ≤ X BES
,i ≤ PBES .i

(4.4)

∀i ∈ B, ∀j = 1...t max

1
Ei0 = Eit max = Eimin + ( Eimax − Eimin )
2
where Cpx is a power exchange price curve.
Optimizing energy storages in grid-connected PV-system with non-linear
mathematical programming routine [22]
Anders Nottrortt et al. has studied electrochemical battery storage and PV-system and
applied a nonlinear, mathematical programming routine with receding horizon
optimization to compute the optimum dispatch schedule for the energy stored in the
battery. Equations 4.5, 4.6a-c, and 4.7a-c are the objective function, system dynamics,
and battery performance constraints, respectively.
N
⎧
min ⎨ f ( Plfk , P0k ) = ∑ ( Plfk − P0k )Δt , whilePlfk ≥ 0 andPlfk > Ppfk
k =1
⎩

Ppfn + Psn = P0n

(4.5)

(4.6a)
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E n +1 + E n

= Pn

(4.6b)

= Rn

(4.6c)

E smin ≤ ∑ Psk + E 0 ≤ E smax

(4.7a)

P min ≤ P ≤ Psmax

(4.7b)

Δt
n +1
P + Pn
Δt
n

k =1
n
s

Rsmin ≤

n +1
s

P

−P
≤ Rsmax
Δt
n
S

(4.7c)

Variables E, P, and R are energy, power, and ramp rate. Variables with subscript s are
related to the battery array, subscript pf refers to the PV power output forecast, subscript
lf is the load forecast, subscript o denotes power flows to and from the grid, and 0
indicates an initial condition. V Superscript n is the current timestep and N denotes the
maximum number of timesteps over the forecast horizon (i.e., N = 96 for a 24-hour
forecast horizon at a 15-minute sampling rate). Superscripts min and max indicate
performance limits of the battery.
Global energy flux optimization in future buildings. The Belenos concept. [23]
The optimization relies on a cost function and a set of constraints. It is important that all
energy flows and their different interactions are taken into account. A schematic view of
the situation is presented in the figure below.

Figure 4-11. Optimization algorithm overview.[23]
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The result of this optimization, that is performed over an optimization horizon, that shall
be defined (typically one day), is the energy flux between: locally production and
consumption, as well as an optimised use of local storage. The core of energy flux
handling is a control station (Figure 4-12).

Figure 4-12. Control station schematic overview. [23]

Optimizing energy storages using Ragone plots [25]
Christen & Ohler have studied ES optimization by maximizing their net present value
(NPV). Mathematically, the NPV is a weighted sum of functions containing technical
information (efficiency, power, mass etc.) where the weights reflect economic
importance in monetary terms (costs and revenues). The optimising task requires business
knowledge and engineering know-how. Ragone plots used in this study are curves that
relate the power (density) of an ES to the available energy (density). Ragone plots can be
used for the calculation of the optimum operation point (Figure 4-2), or the optimum size
of an ESD for a given application. The study includes different ES cases:
- ES for constant power demand
- ES with time-dependent power demand
- ES for transportation
- ES with an operation dependent lifetime
- ES with an operation dependent benefit
As an example for a constant power demand case the optimum operation point p

p=

1
(2 + K −1 − 4 K −1 + K − 2 ) 4 K −1 + K − 2
2

(4.8)
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for the battery and
1
p=
1+ K
for the capacitor.

(4.9)

Figure 4-13 Normalized Ragone plots for a battery (solid curve) and a capacitor (dashed curve). The energy
e is normalized to the energy capacity and the power p to maximum power. The dots indicate the optimum
operation point for K=1. [25]

Multiple objective optimization and genetic algorithms method [24]
Chacra et al. [24] has studied energy impact of storage energy storage costs on
economical performance in a distribution substation using multiple objective
optimization and genetic algorithms method. Potential savings are studied in ES
installation in 63/20-kV substation for upgrades deferral, ancillary service, reduction of
annual invoice, load management and for independent producer power management.
E.g. upgrades deferral:
Total benefits due peak shaving with ES and avoiding the installation of an additional
transformer in the substation and the reconducting of a transmission or distribution line to
meet increasing demands is
1 + i ΔN
) )
(4.10)
B = C (1 − (
1+ d
where an upgrades deferral (in years) is
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ΔN =

1
log( )

λ

log(1 + τ )

, and

(4.11)

τ is an annual rate of a continually growing load powered by a substation, λ defines a
reduction ratio (p.u.) of the peak load value, C represents transformer capital cost, i and d
are inflation and discount rates.
E.g. ancillary services:
Integrated FACTS with ES can provide independent real and reactive power
absorption/injection into/from the grid, therefore improving system reliability and
enhancing power quality. This control is to be done with respect of the power factor
constraint cosΦmin< cosΦ. If ES is replacing the reactive power producing equipment
need the total benefit would be:
B=β+γQmax-δQmax2

(4.12)

Where β, γ and δ are constant parameters defined by interpolating suppliers data and Qmax
is maximal reactive power produced within the condition on cosΦ.
In order to establish an economical analysis, one must consider the ES capital, operating
and maintenance costs and parameters of which they depend, and energy purchase costs.
The main goal of an ES optimization is to maximize the net present value (NPV) of the
project. NPV can be always written as
NPV = ξ1 − C P ξ 2 − CW ξ 3

(4.13)

where ξ1 =(1-k)OM, ξ2= (1-ak)Pmax and ξ3=(1-ak)Wmax. OM is operating margin (NPV
(total income)-NPV(operating and maintenance cost)). Cp is the cost of peak power that
storage must deliver and CW is the cost of storage energy.
The current problem a multiple objective optimization one to be solved by multiple
objective techniques where one of the most performing is the nondominated sorting
genetic algorithms (NSGAs). NSGA method includes selection of genetic algorithms
components: individual structure (a population is a group of configurations (variable
vectors and each configuration is an individual of the population), selection operator (the
component which guides the algorithm to the solution), crossover operator and mutation
operator. Based on the results (NPV contour graphs) and for particular values of given by
energy storage suppliers, utility engineers can define a feasibility condition for ESS
installation depending on accessible project NPV values.
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Figure 4-14. An example of the NPV (CP; CW) contour graph for Polysulfide-bromine (PSB) battery
technology. [24]

4.7

Review of the energy planning/analysis tools

There are various energy planning and analysis models/tools available today. The
techniques include energy balance, cost-benefit analysis, cost-effectiveness and the
newest E3 (energy-economy-environmental) tools include also environmental models.
Two typical approaches are engineering type energy-related bottom-up concept and topdown concept that consider energy demand that depends among others on economics.
Typical tools, like widely used MARKAL model, least-cost optimising models to find out
the minimized cost of supplying and using energy. The Integrated MARKAL EFOM
System (the TIMES model generator) is an advanced successor to MARKAL. TIMESMARKAL is an energy-economy-environmental model developed under the International
Energy Agency’s ETSAP “Energy Technology Systems Analysis Programme”. U.S.
EPA’s (Environmental Protection Agency) Markal database includes time-shifting
electricity storage (Figure 4-16). EPA MARKAL recognizes three seasons (winter,
summer, intermediate) and four times of day periods (day a.m., day p.m., peak, night).
[27] Standard MARKAL has three seasonal and two diural periods (Figure 4-16) but
newly developed temporal MARKAL has five diural and four seasonal periods.[28]
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Figure 4-15. U.S. EPA’s Markal database with electricity storage. [27]

Figure 4-16. Electric demand representation in standard and temporal Markal models. [28]

However, a dispatch-type of model would be more suitable to find out energy storage
benefits e.g. time-shifting energy storage benefits with variable renewable-based power
production. To find out total benefits of grid-connected energy storages time-shifting
models are not enough and the analysis tool should include features (minute-hour level
time-scale) for ancillary service modeling (Figure 4-17). [27]
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Figure 4-17. Daily profile of revenues earned in the energy and ancillary service market with 1 MW/4 hour
Li-ion. Calculated by Lumina tool [29].

D. Connolly et al. made a review of tools used energy analysis. In the following table
(Table 4-5) it presented a combination of the report findings. It presents key information
of 37 tools. 11 tools are pure scenario-type tools with time-steps a year and longer. Rest
of the tools would be able to handle shorter. 21 tools are suitable for the hourly or even
shorter time-period evaluations that are needed for energy storages performance
simulations. However, only four tools (TRNSYS, RETScreen, RAMSES and Homer)
include battery storage (BS) models, and five tools (AEOLIUS, BALMOREL,
EnergyPLAN, RAMSES and WILMAR) include CAES models and nine tools
(AEOLIUS, BALMOREL, EMIDENT, ORCED, ProdRISK, SimREN, STREAM,
WASP and WILMAR) include models for PHS. Some tools include also thermal energy
storage (TES) functions. [26]
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Table 4-5. Energy analysis tools. Based on D. Connolly et al. 2009 [26].
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In the following Figure 4-18 it is presented an example of the functions of an energy
analysis tool.

Figure 4-18. An example of the functions of an energy systems analysis tool (A screenshot from
EnergyPLAN 10.1)

Table 4-5 does not include some latest tools that suit better to analyse ES impacts like the
Regional Energy Deployment System (ReEDS) developed by the National Renewable
Energy laboratory in 2009. ReEDS is a multiregional optimization model to represent the
U.S. electric power sector out to 2050. The model includes PHS, CAES and battery
technologies. ReEDS electricity storage capacity is to be built and utilized for load
shifting (like in many other tools) but also to provide ancillary services, capturing market
benefits beyond the price differential available in time-shifting electricity.[27]
The EGEAS model [30] is used by MISO (MISO is a non-profit member based
organization in U.S.) for long term resource adequacy planning. The EGEAS model
identifies when a particular resource (generation, storage or demand side) provides
economic benefit in a future market scenario being analysed. The economic benefit is
recognized when a storage resource has the lowest cost to benefit ratio (including long
term construction costs). EGEAS can therefore be used in the energy storage (CAES,
PHS, batteries) study to identify future scenarios where energy storage is beneficial.
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EGEAS only recognizes benefits from energy arbitrage and ignores ancillary services.
[30]
MISO uses also PLEXOS power market modeling software [30] owned by Energy
Exampler (http://www.energyexemplar.com/). PLEXOS is a mixed integer programming
(MIP) based next-generation energy market simulation and optimization software that
uses cutting-edge mathematical programming and stochastic optimisation techniques.
PLEXOS algorithms co-optimise thermal, hydro, energy, contingency, regulation, and
fuel markets. The model provides physical (primal) as well as financial (dual) output e.g.
provides information on shadow prices. The model contains three algorithms providing
long-term security assessment, mid term and short term simulation. The model contains a
storage algorithm with the following features [30]:
• Simultaneous solution for all resources
- All decision variables determined at same time
- Perfectly arbitrage all available markets
- Co-optimise energy, ancillary services, storage, DC-optimal power flow
- Co-optimisation includes limited resources: hydro energy, fuel, emissions, etc.
• Can model 5-minute or greater time step
- Real-time markets
- Sequential Day-ahead and Real-Time market simulation to capture wind / load
variability and uncertainty
- DA simulation produces unit commitment schedules using forecasted
wind generations and loads
- RT simulation reveals the ramp capacity adequacy using “actual” wind
generation and loads
OSeMOSYS (http://osemosysmain.yolasite.com/) is a new developing open source
energy model for energy systems analysis. Also energy storage models have been
introduced in OSeMOSYS environment based on a sequential analysis of extreme storage
levels throughout the year. If existing storage boundaries don’t suffice, the model will
investigate if new storage capacities should be added at a given cost of investment per
unit of energy stored. [33]
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Figure 4-19. Current OSeMOSYS blocks and levels of abstraction. (Source:
http://osemosysmain.yolasite.com/)

AleaSoft (http://www.aleasoft.com/) is an energy forecasting tool that includes short term
(for 10 days), mid-term (3 years horizon) and long-term forecasts (15 years horizon)
demand, price and production (Figure 4-20). Price forecast include main European
electricity market prices and demand solutions (Figure 4-21). For Nordic countries
Nordpool area services include: forecasts of price of Nordic countries (Norway, Sweden,
Finland, Denmark, Estonia, Lithuania) for the short (Day-ahead market, Elspot) and mid
term and forecasts of demand of these countries for the short, mid and long term. Offered
services: installation of solutions in client offices, service of forecast delivery by email or
FTP, service of market report delivery, weekly and monthly, by email and service of
market data supply by email or FTP.
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Figure 4-20. Application platforms of AleaSoft tool. (Source: http://www.aleasoft.com/)

Figure 4-21. Main Electricity Market Prices and Demand Solutions. (Source:
http://www.aleasoft.com/)
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4.7.1

ES modeling and selection tools

E3, Energy Environmental Economics has worked with stakeholders to develop costeffectiness methodologies and reports for energy efficiency, distributed generation,
demand response, permanent load shifting and building standards. In collaboration with
several clients E3 has developed an energy storage model Lumina tool using Analytica
Optimizer and Analytica cloud player. The tool includes eight pre-loaded cases (CAES,
NaS). The model results include [29]
- Levelized cost of energy
- Residual capacity value
- A comparison of the present value costs and benefits over a useful life of
the technology
- A chart of daily revenues by market
- An hourly chart of energy storage level
- The capacity factor of the resource
The energy storage technology costs, however are illustrative only and do not represent
actual vendor quotes or price forecasts.

Figure 4-22. Example of NPV cost vs. benefits calculation results by Lumina tool. [29]

Sandia National Laboratory has presented a new energy storage selection tool ESSelect™ enables users to select multiple applications and adjust their values based on
their mutual compatibility. Users can choose from the five major locations of energy
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storage in a power grid, from central or bulk storage facilities with capacity of 50 MW or
more to residential and community storage of 100 kW or less. After the type of
application is selected, the various financial parameters can be entered and adjusted.
It scores and ranks the feasibility of various storage technologies to serve the selected
applications. It provides a graphical comparison of the selected storage features and
paybacks.
With the applications selected, ES-Select™ calculates scores for different storage
systems to serve the application (or applications) and location requirements, for their total
installed costs, and for their commercial maturity. These scores are then aggregated into a
total feasibility score to determine the optimal storage technology for the selected
application (applications).

Figure 4-23. Five main steps of the Sandia ES selection tool. [31]

Hoffman et al. from U.S. DOE has made a review of modeling and planning tools focusing energy storage
system use in transmission and distribution system applications. The analysis includes storage models in
non-commercial tools (Table 4-6) and in commercial tools (

Table 4-7). [32]
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Table 4-6. Non-commercial tools with energy storage models [32]

Table 4-7. Commercial tools with energy storage models [32]
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These models/tools reveal ancillary services but, however, none of them aggregate
multiple ancillary services or multiple technologies. “To optimise the value of energy
storage in distribution or transmission systems, the full range of ancillary services,
including regulations services, load following and automatic generation control, need to
be modeled on a time scale from seconds or minutes over a period of a year, by a
comprehensive energy storage model. A new modeling tool with these capabilities could
change how the grid is used and radically reduce the costs for ancillary services.” [32]
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5
5.1

Methodology for analysing the impacts on
environment
LCA

When it is evaluated energy storage impacts on environment it is typically used Life
Cycle Assessment (LCA) method (ISO 14040, 14041, 14042, and ISO 1997, 1998,
2000). To be able to get totally comparable results the LCA analysis should cover the
whole process from rawmaterial acquisition to waste management (Crandle-to-Grave
approach) (Figure 5-1). Other used approach is so called Crandle-to-Gate (CTG)
approach that covers the production of materials and battery manufacturing [11].

Figure 5-1. Subprocesses of an ES product life-cycle analysis. (*) System includes various subproducts
(power electronics, measurement units etc.)
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An LCA is divided in four phases:
- Definition of Goal and Scope
- Inventory (LCI)
- Impact Assessment (Classification)
- Interpretation

5.1.1

Batteries

Total life-cycle energy (LCE) for battery is depending on the type of demand
(application) and battery properties (specific energy (SE), cycle life (CL), depth of
discharge (DOD), charging/discharging efficiency (ηbat), and mass (MBAT)) [11]:
LCE bat = Demand * ECTG /( M BAT * SE * CL * DOD)

(5.1)

Each basic battery technology e.g. NiMH, PBA, NiCd, Na/S and Li-ion includes several
different subtechnologies of cell chemistry and design. For example there are five main
types of lithium ion batteries usable for smart grid applications: Lithium Manganese
Oxide (LiMn2O4), Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4), Lithium Nickel Manganese
Cobalt Oxide (LiNiMnCoO2), Lithium Nickel Cobalt Aluminum Oxide (LiNiCoAlO2),
Lithium Titanate (Li4Ti5O12) and Lithium Cobalt Oxide (LiCoO2) that is mainly used in
laptops and cameras.
Copper plays an important role in many energy storage: Lithium-ion, flow, and sodium
batteries as well as flywheels, CAES, and pumped hydropower are strong users of copper
at the unit level, ranging from over 0.10 to nearly 0.3 tons per MW, thermal storage, leadacid batteries, and super capacitors exhibit the lowest copper intensities, ranging from 0
to 0.03 tons per MW [18]. In addition to different chemistries and materials, multiple cell
and pack safety precautions shown in Figure 5-2 are taken to prevent trigger events, such
as short circuits and overheating, but incidents still occur.
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Figure 5-2. Lithium ion battery construction and safety mechanisms.

In the following picture (Figure 5-3) it is presented average cradle-to gate life-cycle
energy comparisons of different batteries. The material are form virgin sources except
PbA which has lowest CTG production energy.
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Figure 5-3. Cradle-to gate life-cycle energy comparisons of different batteries. [11]

In the following picture it is compared production phase emissions of different battery
types (Figure 5-4). The values are average values from the different studies [11].

Figure 5-4. Comparison of production phase emissions of different battery types. Based on [11].
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Environmental impacts categories used in LCA analysis include: global warming (GWP);
fossil depletion (FDP); freshwater ecotoxicity (FETP); freshwater eutrophication (FEP);
human toxicity (HTP); marine ecotoxicity (METP); marine eutrophication (MEP); metal
depletion (MDP); ozone depletion (ODP); particulate matter formation (PMFP);
terrestrial acidification (TAP); and terrestrial ecotoxicity (ETEP) potentials.
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) has compared have
performed life cycle assessments (LCA) of three batteries for plug-in hybrid (PHEV) and
full performance battery electric (BEV) vehicles. They compiled a transparent life cycle
inventory (LCI) in a component-wise manner for nickel metal hydride (NiMH), nickel
cobalt manganese lithium-ion (NCM), and iron phosphate lithium-ion (LFP) batteries.
The main results are presented in the Figure 5-5, which shows NiMH batteries having
highest impacts and LFP batteries lowest. [13][14]

Figure 5-5. Life-cycle analysis of three battery chemistries. The suffixes “eq”, “inf”, and “100” referring to
“equivalent”, infinity, and 100 years, respectively. [13] [14].

Battery recycling is an important issue to decrease emissions. Directive on Batteries and
Accumulators and Waste Batteries and Accumulators (2006/66/EC) aims to make
businesses that produce and sell batteries responsible for collecting and recycling spent
batteries and requires all batteries placed on the market to be collected and recycled (with
limited exceptions) and prevent their disposal by landfill/incineration. Collection rates
and recycling targets are also set out within the Directive. [12]
PbA batteries are highly recycled ranging from 60% to 80% recycle content (Battery
Council International 2010). Energy used for battery manufacturing can be e.g. 40%
lower when recycled materials are used instead of virgin materials. The recycling of
advanced batteries, NiCd, NiMH, and Li-ion, is based on the valuable metals they contain
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and typically operated by pyrometallurgical process. Especially Li-ion battery recycling
is under transition. There are also several other methods proposed. Recycling method of
sodium and sulfur of Na/S batteries is not clear. [11].

5.1.2

PHS and CAES

As bulk energy storages are typically classified pumped-hydro systems (PHS) and
compressed air systems (CAES). PHS is categorized further into three main types:
1) Closed-loop: consists of two reservoirs that are separated by a vertical distance,
neither of which is connected to another body of water.
2) Semi-open: consists of one artificial or modified reservoir and one modified lake
or river impoundment with continuous through flow.
3) Open-system (pump-back): a system where there is continuous flow of water
through both the upper and lower reservoir.
There are also three main types of CAES. Conventional CAES, like Huntorf plant in
Germany, is basically a combined system that uses also natural gas in its process.
Adiabatic CAES (ACAES) does not need other energy sources and new smaller type
Isothermal CAES (ICAES) either.
The environmental impact of CAES or PHS depends on the type system type among
other issues.
There are various positive impacts of the use of electricity storage described in the earlier
text such as the decrease of CO2 by increasing the use of renewable energy. In the
following text it is shortly evaluated negative impacts. These impacts can be classified by
EIA terms of reference [8]:
11) Human interaction
a) Population
b) Transport
c) Cultural/Heritage
d) Material Assets
12) Ecology & natural systems
a) Biodiversity
b) Fisheries
c) Air and Climate
d) Landscape & Visuals
e) Water resources
13) Physical environment
a) Noise & vibration
b) Soils & Geology
c) Hydrology & hydrogeology
The key policy instruments that should be taken care in the impacts evaluations are [9]:
1) - Water Framework Directive 2000/60/EC: specifically article 4.6 and 9
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2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

- Habitats Directive 92/43/EEC: in particular article 6(3) and 6(4)
- Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive 2001/42/EC
- Environmental Impact Assessment Directive 85/337/EE
- Directive 2003/87/EC: GHG emission trading
- Directive 2007/60/EC: flood risk
- Renewable Energy Directive 2009/28/EC
- Birds Directive 2009/147/EC

The main impact areas of CAES could be for landscape or air. For example Huntorf plant
was how ever built in previously modified environment so the impact was not notable.
Main drawback of CAES with natural gas external heat source is CO2 release from
natural gas. This could be avoided using carbon-free biogas or ACAES OR ICAES types
of systems.
The main impact areas of PHES are [9]:
- Biodiversity
- Fisheries
- Water resources and water quality
- Hydrology and Hydrogeology
The environmental impact of PHES is also depending on the original state of the
receiving environment that could be unmodified (stronger impact) or modified /smaller
impact). Changing flow, fluctuating water levels and dams can have many negative
effects on existing lakes and rivers.

5.2

Modeling tools

Many energy system modeling tools include environmental impact analysis possibilities
like TIAM, IMAGE, MESSAGE and MiniCAM. [36]

5.2.1

TIAM

The ETSAP-TIAM (TIMES Integrated Assessment Model) is a detailed, technology rich
TIMES-model. The structure and data comes from MARKAL based SAGE model that
was developed by US Department of Energy. TIAM is bottom-up optimization model.
TIAM includes climate equations e.g. for calculating greenhouse gas concentration levels
in the atmosphere. However, TIAM includes only CO2 storage and no electrical energy
storage functions are included. [36]
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Figure 5-6. Structure of the energy sector within region in TIAM. [36]
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6
6.1

Simulations by Matlab Simulink
Simulation environment

The purpose of simulation studies has been to evaluate technical and economic aspects of
energy storages integrated in distribution system. For this, a model with typical
distribution network structures has been built. Within this model, suitable cases have
been chosen. These include residential-level storage unit, office building storage unit and
larger storage for urban district area. Cases are described with more details later. These
models will use information such as current energy price, local PV generation, local
consumption and storage unit status as input, seeking to optimise the situation.
The simulation environment consists of network model, storage unit models and their
control logic models. PV generation and local load information are obtained as external
signals. The purpose is to perform simulations throughout the year to observe impacts in
longer scale, but the models enable also accurate short-term studies on momentary
situations. For long-time simulations, the models have been simplified in order to enable
long simulation times. This will be described at the same with modeling aspects.
Modeling and simulations have been made by using MATLAB Simulink simulation
system with SimPowerSystems library. The overall structure of simulation environment
is shown in Figure 6-1. It also explains the signal inputs to the simulation blocks. These
signals are provided by other simulation blocks developed within the same task.

Figure 6-1. Overall structure and input signals.

6.1.1

Distribution system modeling

The grid is modeled to follow typical overhead distribution network structure. It also
intends to present different cases for studies. The feeding substation and connection to
transmission level is modeled as three-phase source. Urban area is located close to the
substation and connected with dedicated 20 kV line. It also has consumer connections on
20 kV level. Office building is also connected to 20 kV level, but has its own distribution
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transformer (20/0.4 kV) within the block. The residential/home customer is connected to
LV overhead network (400 V). Distribution transformer is included in the grid model.
The connection point of residential customer is relatively weak in order to study the
usage of storage in weak grid applications. This is mostly made with line lengths.
The customer block includes a controllable dynamic load, which is used according to the
load input signal. Additionally, small basic load is included to represent for instance
static loads and losses. A simple PV model is included to feed locally generated power to
the grid. PV input signal is used to control the PV block output. The storage unit is
modeled with a battery model, power electronics block and storage control block. The
power electronics block includes the inverter bridge, DC/DC converter, filtering and
control system. For the inverter bridge a bidirectional IGBT bridge is used with control of
DC side voltage. DC/DC buck-boost converter is used to connect with the battery. The
storage control block implements different control algorithms for managing the storage
unit. These algorithms are described with details in later chapters.
The connection to power electronic devices is in the form of signals:
- Charge-discharge control (CDC): 1 for charge – 0 for idle – -1 for
discharge)
- Power: power reference (W)
The storage control block receives state of charge (SOC) information from the storage
unit as well as various measurements from the grid side. These include current PV power,
current load and connection point voltages.
The residential customer model block is shown Figure 6-2. Other customer model blocks
have similar structure with differences mainly in voltage levels and storage unit type.
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Figure 6-2. Structure of the residential customer model.

As mentioned earlier, long-time simulation runs throughout the year require significant
simplifications in the simulation models. Since the control of power electronics requires
simulation with time steps in the scale of microseconds, long simulations are not feasible
in this way. For this, the power electronic controls have to be removed from the model.
A simplification where grid connection and battery side are managed separately has been
used these studies. The DC-side with battery has been modeled simply with controllable
DC current source that can be used to charge or discharge the battery according to the
situation. For the grid side, a controllable power source able to feed and consume power
is used. By means of controlling both sides simultaneously to assure accuracy of power
transfer, an adequate solution for long simulation runs can be achieved. It enables
observing the impacts on grid side while also keeping a realistic situation regarding the
battery status. A separate coefficient parameter is included for the efficiency of power
electronics. As obvious, the detailed model gives better accuracy and it is used for
detailed analysis whereas simplified model is for more general-level results. The storage
control system blocks remain same in both cases. Figure 3 presents the simplification of
power electronic interface.
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Figure 6-3. Simplified version of power electronic interface for long simulation purposes.

6.1.2

Case characteristics

The three modeled cases have been defined as follows:
[1]. Residential user case
- Distributed storage unit, located at customer side, owned by customer
- Typical home consumption in the scale of few kWs, total consumption
around 25000 kWh/year
- Connection to weak 400 V grid
- Battery type Lead-Acid, parameters settable (for instance 60V 200Ah
used)
- Local PV generation in the scale of few kWs
- Possibility of dynamic tariffs (at least day/night tariffs)
- Interesting applications: economic optimization with dynamic price,
smoothing PV output power, local islanded operation/minimizing power
from grid
[2]. Office building use
- Storage unit located at distribution transformer or main switchboard level,
owned by office building operator
- Larger consumption with need of improved power quality and fast backup
power
- Connection to 20 kV grid via dedicated transformer
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-

Battery type Li-Ion, parameters settable (for instance 3600 Ah used)
Larger amounts of PV installed on roof
Interesting applications: smoothing PV output power, offering voltage
control for grid, improving power quality, backup power applications
[3]. Urban area use
- Centrally located storage unit, owned by network operator or service
provider
- District area with large consumption and many distribution transformers
below
- Varying amounts of PV on LV grids
- Interesting applications; smoothing OV output power, providing grid
voltage/frequency control, load peak shifting

6.1.3

Control methods

The storage control block implements the control functions chosen from the needs of
cases. These functions are identified with operation mode number:
1: Local voltage control
2: Economic optimization
3: PV power smoothing
4: Load following (reducing power from grid)
5: Load shifting
These control logics are implemented under the storage control block and they are
operating separately, providing their output continuously. A simple channel selector is
used to select the control signals according to the chosen operation mode. This enables
flexible change of operation mode during the simulation runs. A further development
idea is to include upper level control, which would change the operation mode according
to the situation. This is not yet implemented but the structure enables it.
The storage control block has certain inputs needed for the control logics:
- PV input. Current PV power [W].
- Price signal. Current energy price [€/kWh].
- Mode. Operation mode [1-5]
- SOC. Current state of charge of storage unit. [%]
- V3ph. Three-phase voltage measurement in grid connection point [V].
- Load. Current local load. [W]
Local voltage control
The voltage control scheme is based on monitoring the grid voltage and controlling the
storage unit accordingly. The purpose is in maintaining the voltage at desired level while
maintaining also the battery conditions. Such control can be used locally for improving
local power quality (avoiding impacts of voltage dips), which requires fast reaction by
both control system and storage unit or for longer-lasting network services (improving
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feeder voltage profile), which is performed with slower operation times but requires more
energy density from the storage unit. When operating a local microgrid, these functions
will become even more important since the local system is often less stable.
Voltage control function uses three-phase voltage measurement and storage SOC as
inputs, providing charge-discharge control signal as output. Figure 6-4 presents the
flowchart of the function.

Figure 6-4. Flowchart for voltage control functionality.

The role of voltage change rate based control is to be able to react to faster voltage
variations like voltage dips and switching-related voltage changes. However, the
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effectiveness of system depends on the characteristics of storage type. Fast reaction
requires fast dynamics also from the storage unit. The voltage change functionality can
thereby be left out of use depending on storage type. Its role is otherwise an additional
control function; it will not override slower voltage control outputs nor switch to idle
mode. It is only used for detecting fast changes in the voltage level and reacting to them.
The operation logic uses two types of timers. The ON-timer is needed in order to avoid
too sensitive control actions. This means that when exceeding a trigger limit for storage
control, it must remain exceeded for certain period before taking any control actions. This
is to avoid controls during peaks and measurement-related disturbances. The ON-timer
delay can be set as an attribute, and it is somewhat a trade-off between control stability
and reaction time. The OFF-timer is used to avoid repetitive controls and haunting
phenomena. In other words, while CDC command is issued, it will remain constant for
the defined delay time. During this time, the CDC status is continuously updated so that
if the need of control remains longer than delay, no interruption in control signal will
occur.
Other parameters relate to trigger limits of voltage and voltage change. Parameters of
formulation of derivative for change rate can also be adjusted to find correct response and
to avoid unnecessary operations.
A further parameter common to all control blocks is the range of allowed state of charge
values. The control block gets continuous SOC information from storage unit. SOC
monitoring is always able to override controls issued by algorithms.
Figure 6-1 presents the typical parameters adjusted during simulations.
Table 6-1. Parameter list for voltage control.

Parameter
ON_Timer_Delay

Unit
s

OFF_Timer_Delay

s

Min_Voltage_Limit
Max_Voltage_Limit
Min_Vchange_Limit
Max_Vchange_Limit
SOC_Min
SOC_Max
V_nom

pu
pu
V/s
V/s
%
%
V

Explanation
ON-delay for detecting voltage changes
OFF-delay for maintaining the control for
certain period
Low-voltage limit for discharging
High-voltage limit for charging
Limit for fast voltage decrease (discharge)
Limit for fast voltage increase (charge)
Minimum SOC
Maximum SOC
Nominal voltage

Economic optimization
The economic optimization model is based on getting the current electricity price as an
input signal and comparing this information against pre-agreed price limits. The basic
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algorithm uses similar structure as the voltage control model. Simplified, it seeks to
charge storage unit during cheap electricity price and to discharge during high price.
In comparison to voltage control scheme, it can be assumed that price signal is not likely
to change as often and as fast as voltage. Price signal is assumed to change on the level of
minutes in case of maximum refresh frequencies. Thereby, there is no need of
maintaining similar ON-delay as in the case of voltage control. Figure 6-5 presents the
general flowchart.

Figure 6-5. Flowchart for economic optimization.

Table 6-2. Parameter list for economic optimization.

Parameter

Unit

Explanation
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OFF_Timer_Delay

s

Low_Price_Limit
High_Pricee_Limit
SOC_Min
SOC_Max

€/kWh
€/kWh
%
%

OFF-delay for maintaining the control for
certain period
Low price limit for charging
High price limit for discharging
Minimum SOC
Maximum SOC

PV power smoothing
The PV power smoothing control uses current PV generation information as its main
data. Within the model the generation data is further processed to calculate a moving
average, against which the momentary generation can be compared and to calculate the
rate of change in PV output power in order to react faster to changes.
The basic control actions are based on PV moving average-based control which is
extended by rate of change based control for fast situations like switching-caused event
or fault. In addition, the control scheme has a functionality to restrict the power fed to
grid to a certain level. Thus, the output power remains below accepted value as long as
the storage unit can be charged, meaning it is not full or damaged. The output power
restriction is an input to the model, so it can easily be used as a dynamic parameter
defined for instance by network operator. If the power restriction is in use, it will override
other control actions when restriction is needed.

Figure 6-6 presents the flowchart.
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Figure 6-6. Flowchart for PV smoothing control.
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Table 6-3. Parameter list for PV smoothing control.

Parameter
ON_Timer_Delay

Unit
s

OFF_Timer_Delay

s

Min_Gen_Limit
Max_Gen_Limit
Min_Gchange_Limit
Max_Gchange_Limit
SOC_Min
SOC_Max
P_nom

W
W
W/s
W/s
%
%
W

Explanation
ON-delay for detecting PV changes
OFF-delay for maintaining the control for
certain period
Low-generation limit for discharging
High-generation limit for charging
Limit for fast voltage decrease (discharge)
Limit for fast voltage increase (charge)
Minimum SOC
Maximum SOC
Nominal PV output power

Load smoothing
The load shifting control is based on measured load information and on calculating a
running average of it. Thereby the basic structure is similar to PV smoothing algorithm.
Simplified, the idea is to compare the actual load to running average. During load higher
than average, the storage unit is discharged and during low loads it is charged. As a
result, the load is levelled around average load.
This control logic includes also direct power control, meaning the power reference
calculated within the algorithm and then transmitted to storage unit control system. Thus
the control block has two outputs; one for the charge-discharge control signal and another
for power reference signal. Power reference is necessary to avoid situation where the load
situation is fixed to an opposite side of load average. At its maximum, the power
reference equals to the difference between current and average loads. The maximum
value can also be constrained according to the application.

Figure 6-7 presents the flowchart for the control system.
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Figure 6-7. Flowchart of load smoothing control. The control system has two outputs; power reference and
charge-discharge control signal.
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Table 6-4. Parameter list for load smoothing control.

Parameter
ON_Timer_Delay

Unit
s

OFF_Timer_Delay

s

Pdiff_neg
Pdiff_pos
SOC_Min
SOC_Max
P_max

%
%
%
%
W

Explanation
ON-delay for detecting load changes
OFF-delay for maintaining the control for
certain period
Load difference for charging
Load difference for discharging
Minimum SOC
Maximum SOC
Maximum charge/discharge power

Load following
Load following mode uses a simple control circuit where local load is monitored and the
storage unit is used to cover the load as well as possible. In the case of load-only
consumer the storage unit is obviously discharged continuously and it can thereby be
used only temporarily before need of charging. A likely application is back-up power
during network disturbances. However, the control system also uses all local generation
for charging the storage unit when generation exceeds the load, resulting in power flow
towards grid. Thereby the load following control seeks to minimize all energy
interchange with grid connection point.
The basic structure is similar to load smoothing. In this application the trigger limits are
kept small and timer delays short. In this manner, the algorithm can react fast to changes
in the load. The purpose of limit triggering is mainly to detect power flow direction and
to switch to charge or discharge accordingly.

Figure 8 shows the flowchart.
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Figure 6-8. Flowchart for load following function. The limit triggering is for direction detection purposes
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Table 6-5. List of parameters for load following control.

Parameter
ON_Timer_Delay

Unit
s

OFF_Timer_Delay

s

Pdiff_neg
Pdiff_pos
SOC_Min
SOC_Max
P_max

%
%
%
%
W

Explanation
ON-delay for detecting load changes
OFF-delay for maintaining the control for
certain period
Load limit for charging
Load limit for discharging
Minimum SOC
Maximum SOC
Maximum charge/discharge power
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7

Conclusions

Availability of electricity has become a high import issue in our everyday life and this
has increased the demand of a high reliable electricity grid. Climate change and global
warming are major drivers for cleaner green solutions. Energy storages can be seen as a
tool support smarter and greener energy systems. Main application areas for energy
storage deployment are widely seen to be: various distributed energy applications,
renewables energy integration, community energy services, ancillary services and
transmission support. However, energy storage deployment needs a real business cases,
real benefits experiences. One stage to support energy storage deployment is their
impacts evaluation. Impacts evaluation process includes evaluation of potential
application areas, initial impacting factors, methodology and models used and impacts
identified.
In this work it is studied methodologies to evaluate impacts of energy storages on energy
market, environment and networks. It has been also made short review of the used
methods and energy system planning tools. Simulink simulation models are defined to be
able to simulate the impacts.
Energy storages connected to the system make power available more continuously
(depends on the size of storage) and can provide variable services for different smart grid
participants. Large over 10 MW systems can provide services for transmission grid
operators. Smaller systems connected to distribution grid could provide services for
distribution system operator, private system operators and third parties such as energy
market participants. Typical services include various tasks in distribution reliability,
power quality control and energy management areas. Most of these services can be
provided with the existing grid assets but energy storages can be a relevant choice for
many of them especially if storage prices will decrease in future.
To be able to evaluate energy storage impact on energy market, environment and
networks it is needed proper methods, tools and up to date information of the economics,
benefits and environmentally impacting features of the products and systems. However,
e.g. energy storage economics is highly case and place depending giving uncertainty to
the evaluations if there is lack of information from the real-life demonstrations as it is in
European level. Also it is very difficult to evaluate all benefits because of different
stakeholders and variable cost issues e.g. variable transmission and grid usage cost. When
it is evaluated energy storage impacts on environment it is typically used Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA) method.
Efficient versatile system planning tools have a high important role to increase energy
storage deployment. System operators and planners have used sophisticated computer
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models to design and operate the power system reliably and economically but these
models have typically not been able to take care of electrical energy storages as a relevant
tool. Latest versions of the commonly used energy planning tools e.g. Markal/Times
include also energy storages at least large long-term storage types such as pumped-hydro
and compressed energy storages. But the functions include typically only time-shifting
methods that have an important role in large-scale renewables integrations. To evaluate
real value of energy storages it would very important to include all roles of storages to
plan and control energy production and use. For this reason the tools should have shorter
time scale, even a minute level planning features to give an ability to model also ancillary
services that give more valuable functions for energy storages in the smart grid and
energy market. Such tools have been developed to design energy storage systems but it
would highly important to get these features also in the tools that responsible system
operators and power planners use in every day energy planning.
Also other barriers to deployment of energy storages exist than lack of information
among decision makers (e.g. shortcomings in energy planning tools) and storage prices,
like lack of a support of the use and installation of energy storages; high taxes, high cost
of use of grid, regulations etc.
To be able to simulate energy storage economics and power system performance it has
been built in this research period work a Simulink model with typical distribution
network structures. Within this model, suitable cases have been chosen. These include
residential-level storage unit, office building storage unit and larger storage for urban
district area. These models use information such as current energy price, local PV
generation, and local consumption and storage unit status as input, seeking to optimise
the situation.
The simulation environment consists of network model, storage unit models and their
control logic models. PV generation and local load information are obtained as external
signals. The purpose is to perform simulations throughout the year to observe impacts in
longer scale, but the models enable also accurate short-term studies on momentary
situations.
Next research period work will include complement of these models with optimization
and forecast models and relevant simulation studies.
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Abbreviations

AC
Alternate Current
AS
Ancillary Services
BMS Battery Management System
BOP Balance Of Plant
CAES Compressed Air Energy Storage
CCR Capital charge rate
Cl
Chlorine
CN
Capacity in Ah of a battery discharged at a rate of C/N, where C is the nominal
capacity of the battery and N is the time of discharge
CP
Total specific Cost bases on Power [€/kW]
DC
Direct Current
DG
Distributed Generation
DOD Depth of Discharge
DoD Depth of Discharge
DOE Department of Electricity (US)
GRIDS
Grid-Scale Rampable Intermittent Dispatchable Storage
DSM Demand Side Management
DSO Distribution System Operator
ECES Energy Conservation trough Energy Storage
ECN Energy Research Center of Netherlands
EEC European Economic Community, EY
EM Specific Energy [Wh/kg] [kWh/t], or gravimetric energy density
ENTSO-e
European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity
ES
Energy for surface area [kWh/m2]
ESS Electric Storage System
ETEP Terrestrial Ecotoxicity
EU
European Union
EV
Energy density [Wh/l], [kWh/m3], or volumetric energy density
EVs Electric vehicles
FACTS
Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System
FD
Fossil Depletion
FEP Freshwater Eutrophication
FESS Flywheel energy storage system
FETP Fresh Water Ecotoxicity
GE
General Electric
GTO Gate Turn-off
GW Gigawatt
GW Global Warming
HT
Human Toxicity
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IEA International Energy Agency
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IGBT Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor
IGCT Integrated Gate-Commutated Thyristor
ISO Independent System Operator
LA
Lead-acid
LCA Life Cycle Assessment
LCI Transparent Life Cycle Inventory
LFP Iron
LiBF4 Lithium Tetrafluoroborate
LiClO4
Lithium Chlorite
Li-FePO4
Lithium Iron Phosphate
LiMnO2
Lithium Manganese Oxide
LiPF6 Lithium Hexafluorophosphate
LiTi Lithium Titanate
LiTiO Lithium Titanate Oxide
LS
Lifetime in Service
LT
Technological lifetime
MDP Metal Depletion
MEP Marine Eutrophication
MET Marine Ecotoxicity
MW Megawatt
NaCl Sodium Chlorine
NaS Sodium Sulfur
NCM Nickel Cobalt Manganese
NiCd Nickel Cadmium
NiCl2 Nickel Chloride
NiMH Nickel Metal Hydride
Nmax Cyclability, maximum number of cycles that the storage is able to perform
NPV Net present Value
NSGA Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
NTNU Norwegian University of Science and Technology
ODP Ozone Depletion
PbA Lead Acid battery
PCS Power Conversion System or Power Conditioning System
PH
Pumped Hydro
PHES Pumped Hydroelectric Storage System
PHEV Plug in Electric Vehicle
PHS Pumped Hydro Storage
PMFP Particulate Matter Formation
PSO Private System Operator
PV
Photovoltaics
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R&D Research and Development
RE
Renewable Energy
RE
Renewable energy
SCADA Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
SLI Starting Lighting and Ignition
SMES Superconductive Magnetic Energy Storage
SO
System operator the entity responsible for monitoring and controlling the
electricity system
SOC State of Charge
T&D Transmission and Distribution
TAP Terrestrial Acidification
TEES Thermo Electric Energy Storage
TOU Time of Use
TP
Third Partier
TSO Transmission System Operator
V2G Vehicle to grid
VAR Voltage Ampere Reactive
VAT Value Added Tax
VLA Vented lead acid
VRB Vanadium Redox Battery
VRLA Valve Regulated Lead Acid
ZnBr Zinc/Bromine
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